
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Newsletter  

 

Head’s Message 

Dear Parents, 

In this week’s newsletter, I will not be giving you any more information about the coronavirus. I’m sure you have 

already received plenty of information via a range of portals and media. We are certainly aware that the           

situation has escalated, now that Italy is in total lockdown. Our thoughts are with those who are affected.  

I would like to share with you a very significant academic statistic which I only recently become aware of. In    

order to do so, I need to attempt to explain in as brief and clear a way as possible, the complex mystery that we 

describe as VALUE ADDED. This is a rather like trying to explain rugby’s ruck law or the offside rule in football.  

My source of information is a note written by an HMC head. He stated that it is important to understand that 
League Tables are created based on exam results expressed as percentages. In a selective secondary school and 
based on their A level results last year, pupils scored 69% A-B grades. In reality, this figure is a reflection of how 
academically selective a school is at point of admission, rather than a measure of the quality of teaching and 
learning. It does not highlight the achievements of that pupil who was forecast a D grade but goes on to secure a 
B grade, thanks to fantastic teaching and learning. The league tables make no reference to these students. All 
that is reported is the B grade, not the child’s improvement and therefore, the school’s Value Added. 
 
Schools measure the quality of teaching and learning not by these raw results at GCSE and A Level, but by       
looking at Value Added. In very simple terms, Value Added is the difference between the result that a pupil is 
predicted to achieve based on their raw cognitive ability, and the actual result they go on to achieve. If the actual 
grade is better than the predicted grade, that is positive Value Added. In this scenario, the raw ability of the child 
is irrelevant. What takes the child to the better grade can only be the quality of teaching and learning.  
 
My advice is to be wary when considering the results reported in League Tables- they do not always give you the 
complete story. 
Sincerely, 
 
Leonard Blom 
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Theme for next week : All about Spring 

On Friday last week, our Orchestra and Jazz Band both performed at Youth Makes Music, a concert hosted by the 
Rotary Club of Loughton, Buckhurst Hill  and Chigwell. The children had all been practising hard both in their re-
hearsals and at home and their efforts really paid off! The Orchestra started with a lively performance of Trepak – 
the Russian Dance from Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker suite, and then took us back to the 1960s with the Beatles’  
Yesterday. Jazz Band performed Charlie Parker’s Now’s the Time; everybody was very impressed that they all    
improvised their own solos! Well done and thank you to all the children who took part, and a big thank you to all 
the staff and parents 
who came to support.  

Spring is the time of plans and projects. 

-Leo Tolstoy- 



 

  

 

   

 

This week, Mrs Yamaguchi's 
English class have been          
mastering the use of the            
passive voice. 

Early this week, the U11 boys rugby team hosted           
Normanhurst School. With 
a very close first half, the 
boys decided on their      
tactics for the second half 
and finished the match as 

winners. Well done to all the boys for their        
determination and attitude. 

Chigwell School is holding an Easter Holiday    

Cricket Course on Tuesday, 14 to Thursday, 16 

April. For further  information, please email 

tpage@chigwell-school.org or visit www.chigwell-

school.org 

  This week, children in Year 2 
have been using Nearpod to 
work out fractions of shapes .  

           
They have also been              
investigating how friction 
affects different surfaces 
using ramps and cars. 

  On Monday, we were delighted to 
welcome Mrs Aktar from ‘Keep Britain 
Tidy’. She reminded us about the 3      
Rs – Reduce, Reuse and Recycle. Pupils 
were shocked to find out the time it 
takes for everyday items to biodegrade. 

Did you know it would take a million years for a glass bottle 
to biodegrade? Fortunately, we learned that we can recycle 
many items so that they do not end up in landfill. 

The U10 netball team played in the New 
Hall tournament last Friday, competing 
against 13 other schools. They were       
undefeated in their group, won their semi 
-final against Alleyn Court and in a nail 

biting final against St Faith's, it was 4-4 at full time and so 
went to   golden goal. With a fantastic shot from Ellie, right 
on the edge of the circle, the St Aubyn’s girls were crowned     
champions! Such a fantastic achievement!  

Today, pupils across the School have taken part in Outdoor Maths Day. In Seniors, pupils created their own 3D-
shapes using bamboo canes, went on a mathematical treasure hunt, estimated the blades of grass on the field, 
and compared their stride length and long jump distances in a scatter graph. Activities in 
Middle School included using a compass to direct themselves around the School, human 
bar charts and Venn diagrams whilst in Pre Prep, 
pupils have enjoyed  a bean bag throw, a water 
race and a scooter challenge. 

Results of the Crime in the Library competition 

were announced this week with Madame 

Goodey revealed as the guilty suspect!           

Congratulations to class winners 3SL, 4UM, 

5SY, and individual winners Poppy, Afiyah and 

Mabel Shute who each win a wonderful book! 
The Years 7 and  8 House Badminton Doubles 
competition took place on Wednesday. Well done 

to Vinay and Luke in York 
House, who were the      
eventual winners. 

The Year 4 boys hockey teams played their 
first ever match on Thursday against Ban-
croft’s. The boys played with spirit, quickly 
making adjustments to the larger pitch. 
Throughout each third of the 

game, both teams made progress and, de-
spite not winning either match, all the boys 
should be proud of their performances. 


